
B. Ella
SPRING / SUMMER 21 - SOCKS



Be Bold
encompasses freedom and open-mindedness by using bold colors and patterns.

- Preorder Only, Limited Edition
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LUNA
STYLE #0151 - SIZES S, M
COTTON
Keep some flair for your feet with the Luna No Show. "No show" doesn't mean "no fun" so don't 
compromise. Let bright colors and cozy cotton stay on your feet no matter what shoes you choose.

Space Eclipse

Rainbow

Wine

Peacock

NOVA
STYLE #0150 - SIZES S, M
COTTON
Don't let your socks be a boring part of your style. Show some personality with the bright 
colored and comfy Nova.

Space Eclipse Rainbow

Peacock Wine



DAKOTA
STYLE #0156 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL / SILK
Fun, bright colors? Check. Cozy warm wool? Of Course. Smooth and soft silk? You got it. 
The Dakota has everything you need to stay comfortable and fashionable.

Turquoise

PurplePink Green

Clay Ivory
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JUNIPER
STYLE #0154 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
Juniper is ready for your next adventure. Made from high performance wool, this crew can take you 
from a morning hike to a night in town and everything in between.

SIERRA
STYLE #0155 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
On your next adventure, don't waste time picking and choosing what to bring and put the Sierra 
in your pack. Made from high performing wool and acrylic, the Sierra is ready for anything.

Be Free
speaks to the travel enthusiast.  From the mountains to the beach, Be Free provides both versatility and comfort.
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Grey Teal Pink Olive

Black

Purple/White Purple/Blue Red

Moss Teal



FLEUR
STYLE #0147 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
Style and performance aren't mutually exclusive. The Fleur proves it with a no-compromise design 
and a comfortable construction of wool and acrylic.

CLOVE
STYLE #0157 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
Getting out of your comfort zone is a part of traveling but should be limited to your adventure and 
not your feet, choose the super-soft Clove to take you as far as you can go.
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Charcoal Teal Pink Light Grey

Olive White

Blue Pink



Be Bold. 
Be Free.
Be Still.
Be Cozy.

B. Ella



Be Still
understands the importance of health and relaxation.  By using the most luxurious fibers, Be Still is the perfect 
choice for active rest.
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CEDAR
STYLE #0149 - SIZE S, M
MERINO WOOL
Made from nature's coziest fiber, slide on the Cedar and keep the performance of Merino wool without 
sacrificing function for fashion.

Olive

Black

Navy Pink

Teal

Grey Navy Teal Purple

Pink Black

ASPEN
STYLE #0148 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
Looking to stay comfortable without compromising your look? The Aspen is here to help you make 
one less choice and combine comfort with sleek design.

Clay



TERRA
STYLE #0152- SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL

AVERY
STYLE #0153 - SIZES S, M
MERINO WOOL
Let the Avery be your next go-to whether you're looking to go for a morning jog or curl up with a 
book on your next day off. Merino wool makes the Avery a versatile choice for whatever your day 
throws at you.

Grey

Pink

Purple

CharcoalNavy Teal
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Terra is Latin for "ground" or "earth", so plant some roots and get cozy with a perfect wool/acrylic 
blend to keep you comfortable.

Navy

Olive Clay Purple

Black Teal Pink



SHELLY
STYLE #0642 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL
Some of the best days are ones spent resting. Reach for the Shelly on your next day off to rest with cozy and 
comfy merino wool.

Be Cozy
is all about comfort; from lounging by the fire to drinking a warm cup of coffee, these socks are perfect to cuddle into.
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Charcoal Black Navy

Charcoal/
Khaki

Black/
Charcoal

Maroon Navy/Grey

ALPINO 
STYLE #0555 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL
The Alpino takes after the classic hiking socks you'll see on trails around the world. Made from the same 
merino wool, the Alpino will keep your feet cozy and warm even if you aren't climbing a snow-covered peak.



INGRID 
STYLE #0937 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL / CASHMERE
Don't choose between fashion and maximum comfort with the Ingrid sock. Made with cashmere 
wool and a Nordic snowflake pattern, the Ingrid is ready for a day by the campfire or inside with 
hot cocoa and friends.

BEA
STYLE #0517 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL / CASHMERE
Flair and comfort are the name of the game for the Bea. Made with ultra-plush cashmere and sporting 
fun colors and a polka-dot pattern, the Bea takes coziness to the next level.
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Black Charcoal

Black/
Grey

Grey Heather/
Camel

Navy/
Medium Blue

Charcoal/
Black
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LEXY
STYLE #0512 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL
Stripes and soft, cozy wool cover the Lexy to give you a warm and stylish sock to wear and stay 
comfortable no matter how you choose to relax.

Dark Grey Heather Navy Dark Navy Mulberry

Charcoal Ivory

Navy Moss Suede

Black

ESTE
STYLE #0557 - SIZE M
MERINO WOOL / CASHMERE
Cashmere wool and coziness go hand in hand. Or maybe in this case foot to foot. Either way, the Este 
combines the two for incredible comfort and softness you'll come back to again and again.
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ORDER BY PHONE OR ONLINE
PHONE #: 800-247-1815 ext. 2
customerservice@foxrivermills.com

COTTON is a naturally lightweight, moisture-
absorbing fiber derived from plants. Cotton is soft, 
breathable, washable and biodegradable, offering 
great comfort.

MERINO WOOL is a special, fine grade of wool
that shares all of the characteristics of classic wool,
but luxuriously soft and comfortable. Unlike coarser
grades of wool, Merino wool is much less prone to 
itching.

SILK is a natural smooth, soft fiber that comes
from the silk worm. It boasts a high tensile strength
and acts as a natural thermal retainer.

SIZE CHART
WOMEN’SSIZE

SMALL

MEDIUM

4-6 1/2

7-9 1/2

TECHNOLOGY

PROUDLY MADE IN IOWA

CASHMERE is a luxuriously soft, fine, 
lightweight fiber that acts as a great insulator.  
This strong natural fiber also wicks away moisture,
providing perfect warmth and comfort.

NEW ONLINE B2B E-COMMERCE PLATFORM
Now enter orders anytime
with real time inventory, 24/7.
Just point, click and order.
Desktop and tablet compatible.
Contact your Customer Service
Representative to get started!

smc.elasticsuite.com

Fox River Mills
227 Poplar St
Osage, IA 50461


